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STATE OF ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION

Commonwealth Edison Company )
) ICC Docket No. 12-0371

Petition to Approve )
Reconciliation under Rider AMP )

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS’
AND THE CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD’S

REPLY TO RESPONSES TO THE AG-CUB MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE

The People of the State of Illinois, ex rel. Lisa Madigan, Attorney General of the State of

Illinois (“the People”); and the Citizens Utility Board, through its attorney; pursuant to 83 Ill.

Admin. Code 200.190, hereby reply to the Responses served by Commonwealth Edison

Company (“ComEd”) and the Commission Staff (“Staff”) to the AG-CUB Motion to Consolidate

filed in this docket, Rider AMP Reconciliation Docket Nos. 11-0371 and Docket No. 09-0263.1

In its Response, ComEd first argues that the AG-CUB Motion to Consolidate will be

moot if either: (1) the Remand Motion is denied or (2) the Motion to Dismiss is granted.

ComEd’s assertion, however, is only partly correct. Clearly, if the Company prevails on its

Motion to Dismiss the Reconciliation dockets, the AG-CUB Motion to Consolidate will be moot.

However, if no Remand is opened in Docket No. 09-0263, the Motion to Consolidate does not

necessarily and should not fail. As Staff notes in its Response, consolidation of Reconciliation

Dockets involving the same witnesses on the same subject matter makes sense, and would foster

administrative efficiencies. Staff Response at 2-3. Staff agrees with AG-CUB that “(i)n this

case, the Reconciliation Proceedings involve similar questions of law and fact, and no party will

be prejudiced by the dockets being handled together.” Id. at 3.

1 This Reply is being filed in each docket, 09-0263, 11-0459 and 12-0371, with the captions as the only
difference in content.
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These points noted by Staff are particularly true in the instant case, in which the

Commission confronts the reversal of the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 09-0263 by the

Second District Appellate Court. See People of the State of Illinois, ex rel. v. Illinois Commerce

Comm’n, 2012 IL App (2d) 100024 (“ComEd II”). Staff notes that the Commission “will need to

address whether a refund to ratepayers of any expenses incurred and/or amounts collected under

Rider AMP for the years 2010 and 2011 is or is not appropriate.” Staff Response at 3.

While AG-CUB still believe Remand in Docket 09-0263 and the consolidation of the

reconciliation dockets with that Remand proceeding is appropriate, AG-CUB concurs with

Staff’s point that the refund analysis can occur in the pending Reconciliation dockets, should the

Commission deny AG-CUB’s Motion to Initiate Remand.2 ComEd, on the other hand, claims

that the Reconciliation dockets “address Rider AMP revenues for differently defined periods,

and for different purposes”, and accordingly, should not be consolidated with any assessment of

refunds owed ratepayers. ComEd Response at 3. ComEd, for example, claims that the refund

period at issue, September 30, 2010 through December 31, 2012 (the date ComEd states is the

last day the company collected revenues through Rider AMP), does not align with the periods

being examined, calendar years 2010 and 2011, in Dockets 11-0459 and 12-0371, respectively.

Id. That argument is simply wrong. First, the Company can easily identify in Docket No. 11-

0459 the amounts collected between September 30, 2010 and December 31, 2010 among the

2010 calendar year expense and revenue amounts reported in that docket. Second, the entire

2011 calendar year, which is the exact period being examined in Docket No. 12-0371, is relevant

to the calculation of the refund amount covering that time period. Finally, the revenues collected

during 2012, as AG-CUB understands ComEd’s testimony in Docket No. 12-0371, represent the

2 Even if the AG-CUB Motion to Initiate Remand is denied, Docket No. 09-0263 should be consolidated with 11-
0459 and 12-0371 because the Mandate was issued in Docket No. 09-0263.
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amount of reconciliation revenues necessary to recover the expenses the Company incurred but

did not fully collect in 2011. Those dollar amounts are presented in Docket No. 12-0371 as the

appropriate reconciliation amount that was to be collected in 2012 (and presumably was

collected in 2012). See ICC Docket No. 12-0371, ComEd Ex. 2.0 at 10; ComEd Ex. 1.0 at 4.

ComEd admits this at page 4 of its Response. Accordingly, all of the testimony and exhibits in

Docket Nos. 11-0459 and 12-0371 are relevant to the Commission’s calculation of the

appropriate refund amount owed to ratepayers as a result of the Second District Court’s rulings

in Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 405 Ill.App.3d 389, 937 N.E.2d

685, 688 (2nd Dist. 2010) (“ComEd I”) and ComEd II.

ComEd’s suggestion that the evidence included in the Reconciliation Dockets must

perfectly match the periods under consideration by the Commission for purposes of calculating

any refunds owed ratepayers is simply wrong, for purposes of consolidation. The Commission

regularly consolidates dockets when “two or more proceedings involving a similar question of

law or fact” or “the public interest will not be prejudiced by such procedure.” (83 Ill. Adm. Code

Section 200.800.) The issues examined in each docket need not be identical. For example, the

Commission consolidated Nicor’s then-pending reconciliation proceedings under Rider 6, Gas

Cost Supply (“Rider 6”), for the years ended December 31, 2001 and December 31, 2002, which

were designated as Dockets 01-0705 and 02-0725, with Docket 02-0067, with a Commission

review of Nicor’s Gas Cost Performance Program under performance based rates, approved

under Section 9-244 of the Public Utilities Act. Clearly, the Commission concluded that while

issues involved in each docket were not identical, principals of judicial economy and efficiency

supported consolidation of the three proceedings.
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Similarly, the Commission regularly consolidates Peoples Gas and North Shore Gas rate

cases. Consolidated Docket 12-0511, 12-0512 combines Peoples Gas’s and North Shore’s

requested revenue increases. While these companies are affiliates, the issues in each docket are

not the same. Nevertheless, the Commission consolidated them because to do so made sense

under the requirements of 83 Ill.Admin. Code Part 200.800. The same is true for dockets 09-

0263, 11-0459 and 12-0371 -- both reconciliation and remand proceedings involve calculations

of amounts, if any, owed ratepayers. Consolidation should and must occur for the Commission’s

evaluation of refunds owed ratepayers in light of the Appellate Court’s rulings in ComEd I and

ComEd II and the mandate filed in Docket No. 09-0263.

ComEd also claims consolidation is neither necessary nor efficient. ComEd Response at

4. Arguably, no consolidation is necessary per se. Presumably, the Commission could cobble

together refund amounts in each of the dockets at issue. The relevant question is, “Does such an

incremental examination of revenues make sense from the perspective of serving the twin goals

of judicial economy and efficiency?” In the instant case, consolidation makes sense for all of the

reasons outlined in the Motions to Consolidate previously filed and the arguments presented

above. ComEd’s claim that “(c)onsolidating the Dockets is not a necessary or efficient means to

get data, or have it admitted” is simply not credible. See ComEd Response at 5.

ComEd further claims that consolidation is inappropriate because “reconciliations, if any,

will consider issues of accuracy, not refunds based on a court decision.” ComEd Response at 5.

The Commission does not treat reconciliation proceedings as simply a venue to test the accuracy

of mathematical revenue collections. The “accuracy” of amounts spent and collected is surely

one aspect of a reconciliation. However, challenges to the recovery of amounts already collected

in riders regularly occurs. See, e.g. ICC Docket No. 09-0436, 09-0437, Order of March 15, 2011
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(Peoples Gas Light & Coke Company, North Shore Gas Company -- Petition Pursuant to Rider

EEP of Schedule of Rates for Gas Service to Initiate a Proceeding to Determine the Accuracy of

the Rider EEP Reconciliation Statement.) In addition, certainly, purchased gas adjustment

clause proceedings are often contentious proceedings, involving requests for disallowances. See

ICC Docket No. 01-0705, et al (consolidated) (involving the aforementioned consolidated

review of two Nicor gas purchase gas adjustment reconciliations and a review of performance

based rates).

The fact is, ratepayers paid revenues during 2010, 2011 and 2012 under a rider that was

declared unlawful by the Second District Appellate Court. The Commission is obliged to

determine both in the 09-0263 docket and the 11-0459 and 12-0371 reconciliation proceedings

whether refunds are owed ratepayers and, if so, how much. Consolidation of these three dockets,

regardless of whether a Remand is opened in Docket No. 09-0263, is appropriate because the

cases and the issues that will be raised by parties in each of these dockets involve similar

questions of law and fact.

In addition, contrary to ComEd’s dubious claims, no party will be prejudiced by the

dockets being consolidated. ComEd states that consolidation and continuation of Dockets 11-

0459 and 12-0371 will involve expensive litigation. ComEd Response at 5. The fact that

ComEd may have to consider whether additional testimony should be filed in these dockets is

not a reason to ignore or dispose of evidence that contains the numbers the Commission needs to

examine in order to address the refund question. ComEd’s claims of prejudice, thus, should be

disregarded.
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WHEREFORE, for all of the above stated reasons, and the rationale supplied in the AG-

CUB Motions to Consolidate filed in Docket Nos. 09-062, 11-0459 and 12-0371, the requested

consolidation of Dockets 09-0263, 11-0459 and 12-0371 should be granted.

Respectfully submitted,

PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS
By Lisa Madigan, Attorney General

Senior Assistant Attorney General
Public Utilities Bureau
100 W. Randolph Street, 11th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60601
Telephone: (312) 814-1136
E-mail: klusson@atg.state.il.us

______________________________
Julie Soderna, Director of Litigation
CITIZENS UTILITY BOARD
309 W. Washington, Suite 800
Chicago, IL 60606
(312) 263-4282
jsoderna@citizensutilityboard.org

Dated : February 1, 2013


